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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

A familial vulnerability to schizophrenia isA familial vulnerability to schizophrenia is

agreed even though the exact genes involvedagreed even though the exact genes involved

seem elusive. But despite epidemiologicalseem elusive. But despite epidemiological

evidence showing different rates of schizo-evidence showing different rates of schizo-

phrenia in sociocultural groups that wouldphrenia in sociocultural groups that would

be considered genetically similar, the causalbe considered genetically similar, the causal

role of the environment is still hotly con-role of the environment is still hotly con-

tested. Many service users, social scientiststested. Many service users, social scientists

and clinicians are convinced that socialand clinicians are convinced that social

factors cause schizophrenia and, therefore,factors cause schizophrenia and, therefore,

that behavioural or environmental changethat behavioural or environmental change

might offer a more tangible route to pre-might offer a more tangible route to pre-

vention than gene manipulation. However,vention than gene manipulation. However,

a comparison of the monies given to re-a comparison of the monies given to re-

search into the genetics and the social aeti-search into the genetics and the social aeti-

ology of schizophrenia would suggest thatology of schizophrenia would suggest that

funders of research are not convinced. Forfunders of research are not convinced. For

instance, the Medical Research Council,instance, the Medical Research Council,

Wellcome Trust and UK Department ofWellcome Trust and UK Department of

Health have launched Biobank, billed asHealth have launched Biobank, billed as

the largest ever study of nature and nurture.the largest ever study of nature and nurture.

The aim is to investigate complex inter-The aim is to investigate complex inter-

actions between genes, lifestyle and the en-actions between genes, lifestyle and the en-

vironment. Half a million people betweenvironment. Half a million people between

the ages of 45 and 69 will be asked to takethe ages of 45 and 69 will be asked to take

part. Unfortunately, the generally earlierpart. Unfortunately, the generally earlier

onset of schizophrenia will mean that it willonset of schizophrenia will mean that it will

be difficult to research in this illness. Wouldbe difficult to research in this illness. Would

we have benefited from a Biobank for 16- towe have benefited from a Biobank for 16- to

25-year-olds?25-year-olds?

Is there evidence that social factorsIs there evidence that social factors

cause schizophrenia and, if there is, doescause schizophrenia and, if there is, does

it negate or complement the theory thatit negate or complement the theory that

schizophrenia is a genetic illness? We askedschizophrenia is a genetic illness? We asked

Professor Jim van Os from Maastricht Uni-Professor Jim van Os from Maastricht Uni-

versity, one of Europe’s top social psy-versity, one of Europe’s top social psy-

chiatry researchers, and Professor Peterchiatry researchers, and Professor Peter

McGuffin, a psychiatrist and geneticistMcGuffin, a psychiatrist and geneticist

who heads the Social, Genetic and Develop-who heads the Social, Genetic and Develop-

mental Psychiatry Research Centre at themental Psychiatry Research Centre at the

Institute of Psychiatry, London, to debateInstitute of Psychiatry, London, to debate

the question: Can the social environmentthe question: Can the social environment

cause schizophrenia?cause schizophrenia?

FORFOR

Few would contest the fact that mentalFew would contest the fact that mental

states are influenced by the individual’sstates are influenced by the individual’s

social environment. Follow-up researchsocial environment. Follow-up research

has demonstrated that the post-onsethas demonstrated that the post-onset

course of ICD, DSM and RDC psychoticcourse of ICD, DSM and RDC psychotic

disorders is extremely sensitive to variationdisorders is extremely sensitive to variation

in the social environment. It is logical toin the social environment. It is logical to

assume that the same social environmentassume that the same social environment

could play a causal role in thecould play a causal role in the onsetonset ofof

psychotic mental states. This assumptionpsychotic mental states. This assumption

is now supported by evidence.is now supported by evidence.

The assertion that psychotic states areThe assertion that psychotic states are

not somehow generated from ‘within’, innot somehow generated from ‘within’, in

isolation from environmental experience,isolation from environmental experience,

is perfectly compatible with the belief thatis perfectly compatible with the belief that

part of the vulnerability to develop mentalpart of the vulnerability to develop mental

states diagnosed as schizophrenia is genetic.states diagnosed as schizophrenia is genetic.

It is not known whether the genetic effectIt is not known whether the genetic effect

on schizophrenia liability represents under-on schizophrenia liability represents under-

lying variation in DNA sequence orlying variation in DNA sequence or

epigenetic variation in gene expression.epigenetic variation in gene expression.

Nevertheless, the findings from generalNevertheless, the findings from general

and genetic epidemiology suggest that, inand genetic epidemiology suggest that, in

the case of psychosis, the relationship be-the case of psychosis, the relationship be-

tween genotype and phenotype is mediatedtween genotype and phenotype is mediated

by the environment (gene–environmentby the environment (gene–environment

interaction). In the most extreme case,interaction). In the most extreme case,

‘genetic’ transmission of schizophrenia‘genetic’ transmission of schizophrenia

may consist entirely of transmission ofmay consist entirely of transmission of

sensitivity to the psychosis-provokingsensitivity to the psychosis-provoking

effects of a ubiquitous factor in the socialeffects of a ubiquitous factor in the social

environment, such as experience of dailyenvironment, such as experience of daily

lifelife stress. Most geneticists believe thatstress. Most geneticists believe that

gene–environment interactions play a rolegene–environment interactions play a role

in schizophrenia. However, genetic herit-in schizophrenia. However, genetic herit-

ability modelling procedures and, in particu-ability modelling procedures and, in particu-

lar, molecular genetics traditionally ignorelar, molecular genetics traditionally ignore

gene–environment interplay. They rarely in-gene–environment interplay. They rarely in-

clude any measure of the social environment.clude any measure of the social environment.

This results in underestimation of the role ofThis results in underestimation of the role of

the social environment in the causation ofthe social environment in the causation of

schizophrenia and possibly little success inschizophrenia and possibly little success in

identifying the genes conferring risk.identifying the genes conferring risk.

There are problems with research intoThere are problems with research into

the contribution of the social environment.the contribution of the social environment.

Many of the likely risk-increasing elements,Many of the likely risk-increasing elements,

such as experience of stress in daily life, aresuch as experience of stress in daily life, are

not only difficult to measure, but alsonot only difficult to measure, but also

highly prevalent or even ubiquitous. Ifhighly prevalent or even ubiquitous. If

everybody smoked, it would be impossibleeverybody smoked, it would be impossible

to detect an association between smokingto detect an association between smoking

and lung cancer because there would beand lung cancer because there would be

no non-smokers to compare the cancerno non-smokers to compare the cancer

rates with. The only way to detect the con-rates with. The only way to detect the con-

tribution of cigarette smoking would be totribution of cigarette smoking would be to

compare populations with different meancompare populations with different mean

levels of cigarette smoking and associatelevels of cigarette smoking and associate

these with differences in the populationthese with differences in the population

levels of lung cancer.levels of lung cancer.

This latter approach – demonstratingThis latter approach – demonstrating

between-population variation – has beenbetween-population variation – has been

among the most successful in suggesting aamong the most successful in suggesting a

causal role of the social environment incausal role of the social environment in

schizophrenia. Incidence rates of schizo-schizophrenia. Incidence rates of schizo-

phrenia vary widely within the same country,phrenia vary widely within the same country,

between urban and rural populations andbetween urban and rural populations and

between sociocultural majority and minoritybetween sociocultural majority and minority

populations.populations.

Perhaps more important is the findingPerhaps more important is the finding

that in urban and minority populationsthat in urban and minority populations

there is an increase not only in the ratesthere is an increase not only in the rates

of schizophrenia, but also in the ratesof schizophrenia, but also in the rates

of associated non-clinical psychosis-likeof associated non-clinical psychosis-like

experiences.experiences.

The findings in urban and minorityThe findings in urban and minority

populations demonstrate four things. First,populations demonstrate four things. First,

genes alone cannot account for thesegenes alone cannot account for these

findings because minority populations arefindings because minority populations are

not at increased risk of developing psy-not at increased risk of developing psy-

chotic disorder in situations where theychotic disorder in situations where they

become majority populations, and peoplebecome majority populations, and people

living in urban environments are not atliving in urban environments are not at

increased risk if they grew up in a ruralincreased risk if they grew up in a rural

area.area.

Second, the traditional way to conceiveSecond, the traditional way to conceive

of schizophrenia is to assume that it is aof schizophrenia is to assume that it is a

rare phenotype. The urban/minority find-rare phenotype. The urban/minority find-

ings oppose this view because the under-ings oppose this view because the under-

lying environmental factors associatedlying environmental factors associated

with the proxy variables urbanicity andwith the proxy variables urbanicity and

minority status have been shown to causeminority status have been shown to cause

whole populations to have higher levelswhole populations to have higher levels

of non-clinical psychosis-like experiences,of non-clinical psychosis-like experiences,

rather than just causing a few individualsrather than just causing a few individuals

in these populations to develop rarein these populations to develop rare

psychotic disorders. In other words, thepsychotic disorders. In other words, the

psychosis phenotype may be a continuouspsychosis phenotype may be a continuous

characteristic, the mean level of whichcharacteristic, the mean level of which

varies between populations as a functionvaries between populations as a function

of the social environment.of the social environment.

Third, the urban/minority findingsThird, the urban/minority findings

point to a role of the social environmentpoint to a role of the social environment

giving rise to enduring liabilities to latergiving rise to enduring liabilities to later

psychosis, rather than the traditional ‘preci-psychosis, rather than the traditional ‘preci-

pitating’ causal role associated with, forpitating’ causal role associated with, for

example, stressful life events.example, stressful life events.
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Fourth, the findings point to theFourth, the findings point to the

importance of environment–environmentimportance of environment–environment

interactions. For example, the effect ofinteractions. For example, the effect of

minority status appears to be modified byminority status appears to be modified by

the size of the minority population in thethe size of the minority population in the

wider social environment.wider social environment.

In conclusion, therefore, not onlyIn conclusion, therefore, not only

common sense but also research findingscommon sense but also research findings

suggest that the mental states associatedsuggest that the mental states associated

with schizophrenia algorithms are not anwith schizophrenia algorithms are not an

exception to the rule that psychologicalexception to the rule that psychological

and environmental experience go hand inand environmental experience go hand in

hand.hand.
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AGAINSTAGAINST

I shall take it as a given that there is anI shall take it as a given that there is an

important genetic contribution to theimportant genetic contribution to the

aetiology of schizophrenia (Gottesman,aetiology of schizophrenia (Gottesman,

1991). However, schizophrenia is a com-1991). However, schizophrenia is a com-

plex disorder that rarely, if ever, showsplex disorder that rarely, if ever, shows

Mendelian patters of segregation and thisMendelian patters of segregation and this

is usually attributed to involvement ofis usually attributed to involvement of

multiple genes plus environment, including,multiple genes plus environment, including,

perhaps, social factors. The hypothesesperhaps, social factors. The hypotheses

that can be entertained regarding thethat can be entertained regarding the

environmental component are as follows.environmental component are as follows.

First, there are broadly two forms ofFirst, there are broadly two forms of

schizophrenia – one that is a genetic disor-schizophrenia – one that is a genetic disor-

der (or a collection of genetic disorders)der (or a collection of genetic disorders)

and the other that is caused by the environ-and the other that is caused by the environ-

ment, including social stressors. Second, ament, including social stressors. Second, a

genetic diathesis is necessary but not suffi-genetic diathesis is necessary but not suffi-

cient to cause schizophrenia with additionalcient to cause schizophrenia with additional

relevant environmental stressors, includingrelevant environmental stressors, including

features in the social environment being re-features in the social environment being re-

quired to produce the disorder. Third, thequired to produce the disorder. Third, the

only constant feature in schizophrenia is aonly constant feature in schizophrenia is a

genetic component. A small amount of var-genetic component. A small amount of var-

iance needs to be explained by ‘non-genetic’iance needs to be explained by ‘non-genetic’

factors but these are entirely either physicalfactors but these are entirely either physical

insults or stochastic processes affectinginsults or stochastic processes affecting

neural development, gene expression orneural development, gene expression or

protein structure.protein structure.

A very small proportion of cases ofA very small proportion of cases of

schizophrenia subsequently turn out to beschizophrenia subsequently turn out to be

organic phenocopies (people who showorganic phenocopies (people who show

the schizophrenia phenotype but who dothe schizophrenia phenotype but who do

not have the genotype), but otherwise thenot have the genotype), but otherwise the

hypothesis that there are common non-hypothesis that there are common non-

genetic forms has been found wanting.genetic forms has been found wanting.

Separation of schizophrenia into familialSeparation of schizophrenia into familial

and non-familial types is open to criticismand non-familial types is open to criticism

both on theoretical and statistical grounds.both on theoretical and statistical grounds.

More tellingly, studies based on the rela-More tellingly, studies based on the rela-

tives of twins suggest that people withtives of twins suggest that people with

schizophrenia who are completely lackingschizophrenia who are completely lacking

in a genetic vulnerability are rare. Luxen-in a genetic vulnerability are rare. Luxen-

burger, as early as the 1920s, pointed outburger, as early as the 1920s, pointed out

that if non-genetic forms of schizophreniathat if non-genetic forms of schizophrenia

are common, most, perhaps all, occurrencesare common, most, perhaps all, occurrences

of discordant monozygotic twins would beof discordant monozygotic twins would be

explained by such forms. It would then beexplained by such forms. It would then be

expected that their relatives would be less-expected that their relatives would be less-

often affected than the relatives of concor-often affected than the relatives of concor-

dant pairs. Luxenburger was unable todant pairs. Luxenburger was unable to

show this, as indeed were all subsequentshow this, as indeed were all subsequent

researchers. Furthermore, Gottesman andresearchers. Furthermore, Gottesman and

Bertelsen showed that the morbid risk toBertelsen showed that the morbid risk to

the offspring of the unaffected identicalthe offspring of the unaffected identical

co-twin of a person with schizophreniaco-twin of a person with schizophrenia

was not significantly different from thatwas not significantly different from that

to the offspring of the index cases withto the offspring of the index cases with

schizophrenia themselves. These findingsschizophrenia themselves. These findings

leave no real room for the existence ofleave no real room for the existence of

common forms of schizophrenia causedcommon forms of schizophrenia caused

entirely by the social or any other form ofentirely by the social or any other form of

environment.environment.

If social factors on their own cannotIf social factors on their own cannot

cause schizophrenia, can they contributecause schizophrenia, can they contribute

to the cause in those individuals who haveto the cause in those individuals who have

a pre-genetic disposition? If so, what isa pre-genetic disposition? If so, what is

the size of such contribution and does it ori-the size of such contribution and does it ori-

ginate within the family or are the environ-ginate within the family or are the environ-

mental effects specific to the individual? Wemental effects specific to the individual? We

can again obtain answers from analysis ofcan again obtain answers from analysis of

twin data. A meta-analysis of all recenttwin data. A meta-analysis of all recent

twin studies estimated that the total var-twin studies estimated that the total var-

iance in liability to DSM–III–R schizo-iance in liability to DSM–III–R schizo-

phrenia accounted for by additive geneticphrenia accounted for by additive genetic

effects was 88% (95% CI 83–92%). Thiseffects was 88% (95% CI 83–92%). This

leaves 12% (95% CI 9–17%) to beleaves 12% (95% CI 9–17%) to be

explained by the environment, but this isexplained by the environment, but this is

entirely of the non-shared type. That is,entirely of the non-shared type. That is,

family environment makes no contributionfamily environment makes no contribution

to twin similarity. Thus, the evidence fliesto twin similarity. Thus, the evidence flies

in the face of once fashionable theories thatin the face of once fashionable theories that

social interactions within families are all-social interactions within families are all-

important. There is, on the other hand,important. There is, on the other hand,

good evidence that psychosocial factors,good evidence that psychosocial factors,

such as high expressed emotion at homesuch as high expressed emotion at home

or life events, can hasten relapses or pre-or life events, can hasten relapses or pre-

cipitate onsets but few would argue thatcipitate onsets but few would argue that

such factors are truly causal, rather theysuch factors are truly causal, rather they

appear to affect the timing or frequency ofappear to affect the timing or frequency of

episodes.episodes.

The other group of non-genetic factorsThe other group of non-genetic factors

that have been widely studied can bethat have been widely studied can be

placed under the broad heading of physicalplaced under the broad heading of physical

insult.insult.

These include exposure to virusesThese include exposure to viruses inin

utero,utero, obstetric complications and misuseobstetric complications and misuse

of certain drugs. However, given that theof certain drugs. However, given that the

non-genetic component of schizophrenia isnon-genetic component of schizophrenia is

estimated to be small and also given thatestimated to be small and also given that

it has been hard to identify unequivocally,it has been hard to identify unequivocally,

my colleagues and I have previously arguedmy colleagues and I have previously argued

that it might consist entirely of chancethat it might consist entirely of chance

events that would be impossible to detectevents that would be impossible to detect

by conventional epidemiological methods.by conventional epidemiological methods.

These would include stochastic factorsThese would include stochastic factors

operating at a cellular or sub-cellular leveloperating at a cellular or sub-cellular level

during neural development, somatic muta-during neural development, somatic muta-

tions including trinucleotide repeat DNAtions including trinucleotide repeat DNA

expansions which have been indirectlyexpansions which have been indirectly

implicated in schizophrenia, and other epi-implicated in schizophrenia, and other epi-

genetic phenomena such as imprinting andgenetic phenomena such as imprinting and

X inactivation.X inactivation.

The hypothesis that some cases ofThe hypothesis that some cases of

schizophrenia are entirely socially deter-schizophrenia are entirely socially deter-

mined cannot be supported. Although wemined cannot be supported. Although we

cannot exclude the possibility that socialcannot exclude the possibility that social

factors contribute to the aetiology offactors contribute to the aetiology of

schizophrenia in those with a genetic pre-schizophrenia in those with a genetic pre-

disposition, the non-genetic proportion ofdisposition, the non-genetic proportion of

variance in liability is small and is morevariance in liability is small and is more

likely to be explained by physical stressorslikely to be explained by physical stressors

or even by stochastic processes.or even by stochastic processes.
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